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Project Aim: To demonstrate the geophysical signatures of fluid alteration caused by mineralising fluids, with a 
view to showing how to detect the footprint of mineral systems in geophysical data.

Project Plan

What does ore deposit chemistry tell us 
about the chemistry of ore forming 

fluid(s)?

What does the chemistry of ore forming fluids tell us 
about alteration haloes? Looking at each possible:

• Fluid Source Region
• Along the Migration Pathway

• Near the Ore Body

Based on predictions of alteration haloes, what are the changes that would be expected in
• Density (denser or lighter)

• Magnetic Susceptibility (more or less magnetic)
• Seismic Velocity (faster or slower)

• Electrical Conductivity (more or less conductive)
• Radioelement distribution (concentrated or leached)

How does this compare with physical samples of alteration haloes?

Based on the physical property changes, what are the minimum volumes of rock required for detection from the 
following platforms?
• From an aeroplane, for a range of flying heights and line separations
• On the ground
What dimensions would be required?

Progress so far

Year 2005-2006: Establish qualitative and quantitative evidence for alteration in seismic data.

Year 2006-2007: Using knowledge from year 1, extend knowledge into other geophysical datasets,
e.g. gravity, magnetics, electromagnetics.

Methodology

(Left): Reflectivity of a zone of 
100% muscovite and a typical 
mylonite against a typical 
greenstone crust. A reflection 
coefficient of 0.06 would yield a 
strong reflection. Also see 
https://pmd-twiki.arrc.csiro.au/twiki/bin/view
/Pmdcrc/ProjectA3AnisotropicShear
(Right): Map showing important 
structures for fluid flow in the 
Laverton region. Also see A3 
poster “Using regional seismic 
data to map potential fluid-flow 
zones: Laverton region.


